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THE SEARCH FOR THE ESSENCE OF PIETY: HOW DOES ONE PROPERLY DEFINE PIETY?

Argument #1: Euthyphro

Piety is persecuting any religious offender regardless of the person (6d). Divine law requires to prosecute the offender. We are following the example of the gods (e.g., Zeus & other gods punishing their own parents). Argument is rejected by Socrates since there are many other pious deeds other than persecuting religious offenders (6d); it lacks comprehensiveness & does not answer the essence of piety.

Argument #2: Euthyphro

“What is dear to the gods is pious, what is not impious?” (7a). But this argument is rejected because reverence & irreverence would apply to the same things (8ab) because different gods consider different things to be just, beautiful, ugly, good & bad, placing themselves at odds with one another (7c; 8ab). In other words, the gods themselves contract themselves; differing gods have different likes & dislikes. Thus, these differences lead to ambiguity regarding what is & what is not pious. What Euthyphro needs is a complete consensus from among all the gods.

Argument #3a: Socrates

What property do all holy deeds have in common? Euthyphro’s response: “The pious is what all the gods love, and the opposite, what all the gods hate, is the impious” (9e). Thus, piety is what all the gods love! He associates piety with “what all the gods love.”

Argument #3b: Socrates

Two cannot be equivalent: Here we have Euthyphro’s Dilemma (11ab): X = Do the gods love piety because it is pious or Y = Is it pious because they love it? In contemporary form: *is something good because God wills it or does God will something because it is good?*

Suggestion #4: Euthyphro (12d): Piety is a type of justice which looks after the gods. “Piety is a species of the genus justice?” Socrates: What does it mean to “look after the gods”? If gods are gods, then they are omnipotent. They do not need our assistance to care for them. Does looking after the gods mean “caring for the gods?” (13c)

Suggestion #5: Euthyphro (14e): Piety is a type of bilateral trading with the gods: We sacrifice to them & they answer our prayers. Sacrifices gratify the gods. Piety involves prayer & sacrifice. Socrates: There is no significant difference between gratifying the gods & declaring that piety is what is approved by the gods. Thus, we are back in argument #3b. Has piety been reduced in a sense to an act of trade? Is piety merely what the gods like, “honor, esteem, and favor?” (15a).

Is argument 3b a true two horned dilemma?

If we say that x is good because God wills it, then what is good is arbitrary. God could will that rape is good and we would be morally obligated to rape one another. In other words, is something good because God wills it? Then the good is arbitrary.

If we say that God wills x because it is good, then what is good or bad is independent of God. In other words, does God will something because it is good? Then it is a moral value independent of God.

Euthyphro is a false dilemma:

Third alternative: God wills x because by His very nature He is good. God is the sum-total of His infinite perfections. Thus, by his own Person, God is the standard of goodness. His divine commands are expressions that flow from His infinitely perfect nature. Therefore, moral values are not independent of God because God’s own nature necessarily defines what is good. William Lane Craig writes:

So moral values are not independent of God because God’s own character defines what is good. God is essentially compassionate, fair, kind, impartial, and so on. His nature is the moral standard defining good and bad. His commands necessarily reflect His moral nature. Therefore, they’re not arbitrary. When the atheists demands, “If God were to command child abuse, would we be obligated to abuse our children?” he’s asking a question like, “If there were a square circle, would its area be the square of one of its sides?” So, the Euthyphro dilemma presents us with a false choice, and we shouldn’t be tricked by it. The morally good/bad is determined by God’s nature, and the morally right/wrong is determined by His will. God wills something because He is good, and something is right because God wills it. - William Lane Craig, On Guard (Colorado Springs: David C. Cook, 2010), 136.